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PW271 - PW2 Softshell (2L)
Collection:  PW2
Range:  All Weather Protection
Shell Fabric:  94% Polyester, 6% Elastane bonded to 100%
Polyester Micro Fleece (2L)
Outer Carton:  20

Product information
The PW2 Softshell is an excellent choice for corporate wear as it is ideal for
over printing and embroidery. This woven stretch two layer softshell  is
fleece backed for additional warmth and comfort, whilst the mechanical
stretch allows for ease of movement. This jacket has a host of technical
features including an internal pocket, pre-formed elbows and elasticated
cuffs. The stylish design, subtle stitch detail and contrast colour touches
make this jacket an eye-catching addition to the PW2 collection.
PW2
Corporate branding can be applied to the large panels in key visibility areas
enhancing  brand  identity.  The  two-tone  design  comes  in  a  variety  of
corporate colourways and the slim-fitting styles can be mixed and matched
to  make  the  perfect  head  to  toe  uniform.  These  products  have  been
produced  using  mixed  and  matched  to  make  the  perfect  head  to  toe
uniform.

All Weather Protection
Portwest All Weather Protection is engineered with exceptional fabrics and
designs, allowing an easy transition between work and leisure. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each garment has been designed
and manufactured using the best quality materials and high technology
construction techniques to ensure total satisfaction with wear after wear.

Features
Durable, breathable, windproof and water resistant fabric●

Micro polar fleece lined and bonded with shell●

Non-magnetic - nickel and ferrous free●

Anti-scratch design with no exposed metal parts●

Drawcord adjustable hem●

Ideal for corporate wear and custom finishes●

Contrast colouring for added style●

Storm flap front to protect against the elements●

Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water beads●

away from fabric surface

2 layer●

Chin guard for added comfort and stability●
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PW271 - PW2 Softshell (2L)
Commodity Code: 6103330000

Test House

Wash Care
        

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
PW271BZRS Black/Zoom Grey 65.0 40.0 47.0 0.6130 0.1222 5036108353279 15036108841902
PW271BZRM Black/Zoom Grey 65.0 40.0 47.0 0.6410 0.1222 5036108353262 15036108841896
PW271BZRL Black/Zoom Grey 65.0 40.0 47.0 0.6550 0.1222 5036108353255 15036108841889
PW271BZRXL Black/Zoom Grey 65.0 40.0 47.0 0.6890 0.1222 5036108353286 15036108841919
PW271BZRXXL Black/Zoom Grey 65.0 40.0 47.0 0.7250 0.1222 5036108353293 15036108841926
PW271BZRXXXL Black/Zoom Grey 65.0 40.0 47.0 0.7490 0.1222 5036108353309 15036108841933


